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Gael and Norman in Irish History 
By 8DM UND C UR TIS 

THERE seems a fair promise of two rival schools of Irish 
historians arising among us, of whom one will drive home 
its gospel with the energy of a Freeman and the enthusiasm 

of.a Montalembert ; while the other, leaving argument to look 
after itself, will dedicate itself to the accumulation of fact, after 
that style of unexceptionable research and emotionless accuracy 
which is to be found in its cold perfection in The English 
Historical Review. The weapon of the one will be the sonorous or 
indignant sentence, of the other the footnote and the reference. 
" Gael " will be the name to which everything will revert with 
the one; to the other the Celt will hang in the backg'ound of 

Anglo-Norman law and organisation like an aimless and incom- 

prehensible barbarian lacking the virtue, most common among 
barbarians, of knowing how to die. In short, Irish mediaval 
history will, sure as fate, be the background of an " Ireland- 

men" or " Gaelic" school and of an Anglo-Norman school; 
they will wage battle over Ireland of the Middle Age as the 
Teutonic and Roman-Celtic schools do over the field of early 
English history. For these The Making of Ireland and its 

Undoing will be a gospel and an inspiration; the feet of 
those will follow in the road opened up for them by the 
editor of "The Song of Dermot and the Earl," Mr. Goddard 
H. Orpen, in brief, not to mystify those who may not know that 
admirable piece of editing of a source, not inferior to Gerald of 
Wales himself, for the story of the Anglo-Norman invasion. 
We say advisedly the founders of rival schools, for though some 
of our Irish historians have dimly seen the drift of Ireland at 
various periods towards a common native culture and an Irish 
body politic, none has enunciated it like Mrs. A. S. Green, and 
before Mr. Orpen no one has, with such scientific zeal and 
with such unpartisan industry, striven to utilise the available 
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GAEL AND NORMAN IN IRISH HISTORY 

sources for a portion of Ireland's mediaeval history into a 
complete study. 

Mr. Orpen's recent exhaustivework on the Anglo-Normans 
in Ireland * has the initial merit that it never deviates from the 

purpose which it sets before it-that, namely, of tracing the 
distribution and sketching the government and organisation of 
the Norman-Welsh-Flemish-English invaders in the first half 
century after their coming in. Its object is not to treat, or 
only incidentally to do so, of the Gaels who failed to oust the 
newcomers. The following sentences, taken from Mr. Orpen's 
introduction, emphasise a lesson which is nowhere needed more 
than in Ireland: " I have not thought it part of my duty to 
pass moral judgments on anybody." "To understand an action 
the historian must regard it from the point of view of the actor, 
and with reference to the circumstances in which the actor 
stood. When he has really done this he will seldom care to 
pass severe moral judgments. More often he will find that 
'tout comprendre est tout pardonner.' " Even in a country 
which broods tenaciously on the past, and which seeks, and 

rightly, one thinks, for a justification of its defeats, one must 

applaud the sentiment and commend it to all existing and 
future students of National History. 

Such is the purport of Mr. Orpen's work, a welcome 
addition to the slender stock of really scientific historical works 
on Ireland. It is weighty with reference and footnote. One 
finishes the last page with a feeling that, after all, the materials 
for Irish history at any period are, in spite of all the red ruin, 
numerous, and that if contemporary sources of literary interest 
are rare there is a mass of documentary evidence to be utilised. 
Mr. Orpen has been able to add to these from the unpublished 
Gormanstown Register; future historians will perhaps unearth 
further material. That Mr. Orpen knows his subject and is in 

complete command of his tools scarcely needs our testimony ; 
* Ireland under the Normans, II66-i 26. Goddard H. Orpen. 2 vols. 

1911. Clarendon Press. 
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his notes to " The Song of Dermot and the Earl " are already a 
mine of information on Ireland on that age. The reproach 
which has been directed with almost fatal weight against nine- 
tenths of those who have ventured to write our history cannot 
be levelled against Mr. Orpen, who seems at home with Irish as 
with Norman-French, and as familiar with O DubhagAiin as 
with Giraldus. His two volumes, which we hope he will 
follow up with others carrying the tale of the Norman colony 
still further, are exhaustive on many questions, leave few of the 
rest untouched upon, and with all their purposely arid fulness 
and accuracy make, we venture to believe, as good a connected 
" story," in the picturesque sense, of the Norman invasion as, 
short of dishonest rhetoric, can be made in the present state 
of our knowledge. 

In effect the sad old thought falls upon us again in reading 
these volumes: can Irish History of the earlier times be made 
readable ? Anything less like an epic than the Anglo-Norman 
invasion can hardly be found. It is the commonest picture in 
history, that of one nation succumbing to another, but few have 
gone down without a Zama, a Taginae, a Hastings. It is an old 
reproach, but it is a deadly one, that native Ireland produced no 
Bruce and fought no Bannockburn. Where was the man, then, 
that this island needed, with statesmanship enough to counter so 
portentous an invasion, where was the man and where were the 
men-surely they might have been looked for in the home of 
Cuchulain and Niall of the Nine Hostages-who knew, at all 
events, how " to make a new Thermopyle " ? Personal valour 
was, no doubt, not lacking, and the man who could have taught 
the Celt to oppose mail and helmet, lance and arrow, to Norman 
war-craft, might have been even more valuable than a statesman, 
for we nearly had one of the latter in Lorcan O Tuathail, that 
very human saint who is almost the only intelligble character 
on the Irish side. 

No ray of glory will ever illuminate, one fears, as no con- 
temporary seanchuidhe thought worth while to write the deeds 
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of, these incomprehensible O'Conors, O'Ruaircs, O'Briens, who 
now fought and now fled, who now accepted like children the 

gifts of an English king, and now surged up in local and fruitless 
revolt. Even the Normans in Ireland did not bequeath to us an 
epic picture comparable in any way to the thrilling " geste " of 
Hastings or the marvellous deeds of the Sons of Tancred in 
South Italy. They very nearly did so. Raymond le Gros, 
FitzStephen, Strongbow himself, fall little short of the stature of 
Norman valour and genius. Hugh de Lacy, in Meath, leaves 
the picture of an essential statesman, a conciliator, a reconciler 
of English and Irish. Greater in picturesque achievements than 
them all is John de Courci, a giant in stature, a Paladin in arms, 
who starts off without orders and with only three or four 
hundred men-at-arms in his train to conquer Ulidia, fights five 
battles in one year, proves too much for the tough Northerners, 
and leaves a stamp of colonisation on Lecale and Down which 
persists to-day in the Catholic, and sometimes Irish-speaking, 
FitzSimons, Russels, and other natives of those districts. These 
Norman chiefs, at least, neither despised nor defied a l'outrance 
the Gael, as did the colonists of later date. Already in I 193 
one Gilbert de Angulo or Nangle, called Mac Gosdealbh, or 
" son of Jocelyn," by the Irish, had entered Cathal Crovderg's 
service, in which he became a gallant condottiere, and founded the 
clan of the Costelloes. Again, Strongbow, De Lacy, William 
de Burgh, each enter into honourable marriage with Irish 
princesses. John de Courci, marrying a daughter of Godred 
the Scandinavian King, a man who was himself the husband of 
Finnghuala, daughter of an Irish Ard-Ri, saw a vision of armies 
and navies, of a kingdom carved by his sword out of the corners 
of the Three Kingdoms, and North-East Ireland, the Scottish Isles 
and Man, half Norse, half Gaelic, united in him as the founder 
of a dynasty. That cool valour, that single-handed audacity, 
that ready adaptability, that instinct for "happy marriages" 
which characterises the Norman wherever he went, were not 
wanting in our Norman conquerors. Any one of them might 
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have given Ireland unity and freedom had England been a 
hundred miles further to the east, and Henry II. as careless as 
actually he was long-sighted. 

It is sad reading, the story of the Conquest. Men at all 
times have made gallant songs about the defeated, but they have 
been silent over dishonourable defeat. Yet the sad patriot will 

gather some crumbs of consolation from these years. There 
was no indignant, invincible National League which would 
make no terms with the invaders, yet national union was by no 
means unattempted. Rory O'Conor's league of 1170 was only 
one of several, and it was no contemptible rally when Lorcan 

O Tuathail had his envoys in every Ri Tuath's caisel, and when 
his letters brought thirty Viking ships with Norsemen gleaming 
in mail to the mouth of the Liffey, when the Ard-Ri was 
blockading Dublin from Castleknock, O'Brien from Kil- 
mainham, MacDunlevy of Ulster from Clontarf, and Murtagh 
MacMurrough from Dalkey, when, as Mr. Orpen shows, every 
chief in Ireland save those of Tirowen, Tirconnell, Ossory and 
Desmond had answered the summons. It was a national array 
as imposing as that of Kinsale, and the issue was as disastrous 
and disgraceful. 

We fancy whatever glory falls on the Gael out of this 
dubious age will come out of his local resistance. Fighting in 
linen shirts with no weapon of precision save handstones, as a 

poet of the time tells us,* feuds tearing every province, every 
tribe, even every regal family to pieces, the Irish yet made a 
remarkable stand here and there. It is something to the credit 
of the Gael that Ulster west of the Bann and Loch Neagh 
never bowed the knee, and staved off the Saxon for four hundred 
years, and that Donnell O'Brien kept Limerick out of English 
hands for twenty or thirty years after the first enterprise against 

* 
Unequalled they came to the combat; 
The Galls and the men of Tara; 
Fine linen shirts on the race of Conn, 
The Foreigners one mass of iron. 
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it of I 175. The wars of the O'Briens against the invaders and 

against the Norman interloper De Clare, out of which the 
descendants of Brian, emerging victoriously in 1318, kept 
Thomond purely Irish for over three centuries-are they not 
told in the almost contemporary Wars of Turlogh which Mr. 
Standish Hayes O'Grady means to give us some day ? 

To enter on a quarter even of the fascinating questions 
raised by Mr. Orpen's work would lead us further into the hills 
than we contemplate, such a question, for instance, as the treat- 
ment of the Irish in the Norman feudalised areas. It is 
interesting to see how many of the Irish princes of the south 
and east accepted the stern inevitable and made terms with the 
invaders, such were the O'Melaghlins of Meath, the MacGilla- 
mocholmogs of the Plain of Dublin who soon adopted a Norman 
name of fewer syllables, O'Faelain of the Decies, the O'Byrnes, 
the MacMurroughs, who, in North Wexford and South Carlow 
accepted lands and took "robes" as officials of the Earl of 
Leinster, and produced later the famous Art, who claimed to be 
" King of the Irish of Leinster." On such questions as these-- 
these two volumes-should be a quarry from which students 
may dig materials for fascinating essays on the social and political 
life of thirteenth century Ireland. 

We looked with interest to see how Mr. Orpen would 

approach the Bull " Laudabitur," the question of whose authen- 

ticity has become one of the causes cilebres of medieval history. 
He has not only recapitulated much of the evidence for and 
against, but in a treatment of the question covering some twenty 
pages he has advanced some further evidence not previously 
utilised to prove the authenticity of the Bull, or, as he calls it, 
the " Privilege" of Adrian, the only extant text of which is 
to be found in Gerald of Wales. Mr. Orpen's summing up is 

convincing, and really seems to give the coup de grdce to the 

argument that would convict Geraldus of one of the most 
bare-faced forgeries in history. We fancy that the memory of 

Pope Adrian will have to bear whatever odium the handing 
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over of Ireland to an English king can at this distance of time 
involve. 

Mr. Orpen gives at the end of his second volume an excellent 
map of Ireland circa I226, illustrating the distribution of those 
fortifications of "mote and bretesche" which, according to a 
theory which he has long advocated, indicate wherever their 
traces can be found the primitive manor and castle of an Anglo- 
Norman lord. The Ultonian, the Connachtman, the Desmonian 
whose heart is with the Gael in this struggle will be interested 
to see by this map that while eastern Ulster, Meath, Leinster 
and parts of Munster are thickly planted, the line of Norman 
conquest runs no further into Ulster than Clones, Scarva, and 
Coleraine, while there are only six castle-" motes" across the 
Shannon, and the high lands of Desmond are still held by 
native princes. 

A last word. Mr. Orpen does not make it his business to 
treat of the Gael, his arts, his literature, his social order, except 
or only in so far as these explain the coming in and the progress 
of the Normans. He indeed defends the Irish from the cheap 
and ignorant remarks of Geraldus on the native civilisation, or 
lack of civilisation, and testifies to the incontestable fact " that 
the Irish were proficient in several of the arts, while Irish gold- 
smith work has never been surpassed." On the other hand, 
in declaring that the Irish chiefs had ceased to live in stone 
fortresses of the style of the Grianan of Aileach, he seems to 

imply that the princes of the Gael at this time lived like Gypsies 
in the open air, or at least in houses unworthy the name of 
architecture-a supposition quite incredible. 

The moral of Mr. Orpen's work is that after fifty years, as 
he tells us in his last chapter, the invaders had introduced a 
peace, a pax normanica, unknown before, into those areas which 

they really conquered. They put a stop to interprovincial raids; 
if they ousted the Irish prince they retained the Irish earth- 
tiller on fairly equitable terms, they built numerous and noble 
churches, they founded inland towns where none previously 
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existed, they bridged the navigable rivers, which for the first 
time became used for the purpose of trade. Speaking of 
bridges, one's eye is caught by a passage in which Mr. Orpen, 
who is otherwise a model of detachment, seems to attempt a sly 
hit at a recent book which, while it has stimulated the historic 
pride of the Irish Revivalists, is anathema to the general body of 
official historians in Great Britain and Ireland, we mean The 
Mfaking of Ireland and its Undoing. King John's justiciar, 

John de Gray, built, says Mr. Orpen [p. 281, vol. 2], a new 
wooden castle and bridge at Athlone. The O'Conors had 
previously, in II 20o, built a wicker bridge over the river there. 
This, says Mr. Orpen in a note, "has been strangely described 
as a work of much utility and merit in those days." Unfor- 
tunately the Irish Annals themselves admit nalvely - Mr. 
Orpen evidently quotes them with a little malicious satisfaction 
-" that the O'Conors built the bridge in order that they 
might at their pleasure have access to take the spoils of West- 
meath." It is a shrewd hit, but inasmuch as the Anglo- 
Normans certainly made the same bridge a sort of gateway 
From which to raid Connacht, one wonders if it is quite fair. 
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